Farmers Demand Embargo on Canadian Wheat

PLEDGE $2,500 IN FIRST TWO DAYS OF DRIVE

Five Hundred Students Solicited; Workers Contribute $10,000 Sum

With one fourth of the $10,000 sum pledged by the students and workers in the early part of the drive, the student and worker component of the drive was ended yesterday, the largest single contribution to the Drive made by the students and workers. The sum of $10,000 was contributed by the students and workers in the first two days of the Drive.

CROWD PAYS TRIBUTE TO PREACHER AT HIS FUNERAL

BULLDOGS SEEK NEW RADIO GRIDIRON

Invitation Received to Meet Yale Again, No Plans Made Yet

Christmas plans for the football field after the game with Yale were made by the Director of Athletics. Dr. R. Foster, assistant in the last two years, is expected to return to the team staff this year. The game will be played on the 11th of December.

TWO FRESHMEN CHEER LEADERS NAMED BY ‘300’

R. E. Chaffee and John Larson Win Tryouts Held at Meet Thursday

TWO SPECIAL TRAINS FOR HOMECOMING

Special trains have been ordered by the Northern Railway, on the two special trains that will run to Iowa City, in the interest of the Iowa-Iowa game, from Des Moines and from Davenport.

The first train will arrive in Iowa City, at 1:45 p.m., and the second train will arrive at 2:00 p.m.

BANKS WANT ACTION IMMEDIATELY

Claim Foreign Grain is Tying Up Local Shipyards Out of Country

Chicago, Nov. 5.—The American farm bureau federation, representing more than 1,300,000 farmers in the United States, demands an immediate embargo on Canadian wheat to avert the acute situation which is prevailing in the farming world.

Mr. Stephen L. Day, the federation’s chairman, said that the United States was ‘in danger of being tied up with its hands and feet’ on a large scale by the importation of foreign wheat if no action is taken. He claimed that foreign wheat brought in by the Canadian government was in competition with American wheat and he believed that the government would take steps to prevent the importation of foreign wheat.

Mr. Day said that the American farmer could not ‘mean to be dictated to by foreign nations’ and he demanded that the government should act immediately to prevent the importation of foreign wheat.

The federation has been working for a long time to get an embargo on Canadian wheat and it has now succeeded in getting the government to act immediately.

The American farmer is the backbone of the nation and the only way to save him is to prevent the importation of foreign wheat.

The American farmer is the backbone of the nation and the only way to save him is to prevent the importation of foreign wheat.
Would you go to France without seeing Paris?"

No more should you seriously think of going to invest in an overcoat without first seeing Armstrong's, Cedar Rapids; here's the greatest showing of fine overcoats in the state; big aristocratic models, the finest Scotch plaid-back coats, fleece heater and camel hair weaves; besides, you'll probably save some money.

---we'd rather Armstrong's is crowded every Saturday with Iowa U. men buying suits and overcoats at

$25 $35 $45

Armstrong Clothing Co.
Cedar Rapids Two blocks north of Interurbans Depot Cedar Rapids
Frocks of Distinctive Smartness
Appropriate for the College Girl

Handsomely interpreting the various modes, are Canton Crespes, Chiffon Voiles, Poirier Tuffis, Mysta Crespes and Voilons. There are draped frocks, unique in style distinction, with side fastening panel effects and straight lines. The trimmings are of embroidered ribbon motifs, beading and contrasting fabrics.

The prices are very special at $10.00, $12.50, $25.00, and upwards.

SPORT—MAHONI DRESS COATS
For trimmed, beaver collars, square, wool and fur.
The prices range from $10 to $150.

One very special lot is offered at $28.75.

WATCH THIS SPACE
FOR ANNOUNCEMENT
In Tomorrow's Paper

OVERCOATS THAT ARE RIGHT
YOUNG MEN—Look around town, visit any and all clothing stores, if you like—compare qualities and tailoring and fabrics —then tell us if you can find any clothes that compare with ours.

PHOENIX Silk and Wool
ROBES For Men ... $1.00

JUST NEW—ECONOMIC TO MATCH SHIRTS Per...$3.00

FINE QUALITY $2 AND $3

PHOTOGRAPHY

Closing Out Entire Line of Toilet Goods

Our Toilet Goods department has been cleared out. An ever increasing demand for high grade soaps, cosmetics etc., necessitates more space. For that reason we have decided to close out our entire line of Toilet Goods and utilize the space for an enlarged hardware and undertaker department.

The special prices quoted below become effective FRIDAY MORNING, NOV. 28th, and continue until the entire department is closed out.

FACE POWDERS
Dyer-Kiss, Java Rose, Pompeian and La Blanche

Flowers of Assam

Hollbarg’s & Ideal

COMPACTS
Us Air

Emblem

Bignac’s

Calv’s A L’Oriogen

Mary Garden

Dyer-Kiss

ROUGE

La Dufresne and Dyer-Kiss

TALCUM POWDERS
Marin, Lovan’s and Mary Garden, 10 c for

TOILET WATER

Flowers of Assam

Hollbarg’s Ideal

Dyer-Kiss

Le Trefoil, Amazon and Dyer-Kiss (East Vitals)

CREAMS
Pompian—Day, Night and

Ingrain’s Milk Weed

Stillman’s Freestyle

Pond’s Vanishing Cream, 1 lb.

MANICURE SETS
Cute and Tyglo

Cuties—Nail White, Cuticle

Glass—Liquid Nail Polish

Polish

Ritestyle

ON DANCE WOMEN WERE EVA CITY, IOWA

37c

79c

$1.98

$2.89

98c

93c

$3.59
$2.89

$1.39

98c

35c

33c

27c

29c

35c

$25

$35

$45

HIGH INTEREST SHOWN IN SOCIETY
Over 300 Women Attended First Meeting of New Women’s Literary Society

About 300 handsome women were present Friday night to attend the first meeting of the new Women’s Literary Society to be organized at the University. The meeting was held Wednesday evening in the Main Building.

Miss Paul V. Justice, of Des Moines, was called to the chair. Miss Justice, in charge of the literary work, presented Miss Harriet E. Blum as the new president. Miss Blum is professor of English at the University.

The program was well attended by the literati of the campus. The organizational meeting was held.

MRS. ROLLAND H. DAVIES

President of Women’s Society

The society was chartered in the University by President H. H. Ives, and the forence, the society is now in session. The constitution was read and approved by the membership. The names of the officers and the constitution were approved by the members of the society.

Mrs. Rolland H. Davies, president of the society, read the constitution of the organization, and the society was chartered in the University by President H. H. Ives, and the forence, the society is now in session.
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NEW FOOTBALL SCANDAL OUT AT ILLINOIS U
Huff of Illinois Charges
Wisconsin is Playing
Ineligible Man
This Year
Chicago, Nov. 6—The biggest big
football scandal of the year
is expected today when R. E. Mc-
Murray, football coach of the
University of Illinois, makes an
accusation that will shock the
big-time college football world.

The report created immediate
interest around the country and
was expected to have repercussions
in the conference lineups.

Murray, in a letter to the
American Football Conference,
states that Wisconsin is using an
ineligible football player.

Murray charges that Wisconsin
is using an ineligible football
player.

The report created immediate
interest around the country and
was expected to have repercussions
in the conference lineups.
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The report created immediate
interest around the country and
was expected to have repercussions
in the conference lineups.
FIFTY WOMEN ATTEND W. A. A. PARTY THURSDAY

About fifty new registrants were welcomed in the University assembly the previous day by Women's Association party. The following afternoon from 5 to 8 o'clock in the Student center dinner was served. As the girls entered they were greeted by appropriate flowers. At 8 o'clock, Colonel Back, Head of the University, introduced Mrs. J. W. Jeffries, who entertained the group of the best representatives for some time.

At 10 Will precede A. A. U. meet. (Well Worth the Ticket, please.)

Interfraternity Meet. November 1, at 10:30, will consist of Alpha Delta Tau, Sigma Sigma Sigma, and Alpha Kappa Alpha.

The biggest and most interesting of the social events at the university. This is open to the public and tickets were sold at $1.00. The social event was held in the Student center.

For more information, contact the Women's Association.

In the Student center, thirty members were entertained by the University Women's Association, consisting of the Women's association, sorority, and sorority women. The program was followed by the Women's Association, who entertained the group of the best representatives for some time.

This picture to stir the blood and warm the heart!-

"The Prisoner Of Zenda"

The newest production of REX INGRAM, who made "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.

Made from the world-famous novel and stage success by ANTHONY HOPE

Look—the Cast!
Lewis Stone
Alice Terry
Stuart Holmes
Barbara La Marr
Lois Lee
Edw. Connelly
and girls, here's a surprise for you—
a new Rodolph—
Ramon Navarro
Watch for Him!

Prices: Afternoon, 10-27c; Evening, 15-40c

If the Prisoners Plato (Alice Terry) could have loved the real kind—Black Michael or he the gorgeous Antoine de Manhan. But love does not inspire love in this case.
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OLD WILL COMES BACK

Evidently Yale has not enough of Iowa, for here is Old Eli on his feet ready to fight again. And the Hayleaks and all the Hayleaks breed are just as eager to battle as ever in this time instead of a thing or so, they feel confident that a little more of the own green pixels will double it.

There is only one question to be asked. Why can't the Yale in our own back yard next year? Iowa City went to New Haven, now let New Haven come to Iowa City. We wish Yale to play them, and we had to go to Yale to do it. Now Yale is asking to play Iowa and it is proper that they should come here. Our boys will hold for water where they have been crowded, yet it will hold enough so that a greatly small team should remain on the right hand side of the ledger.

Iowa ought not to rest on her laurels if she wishes to keep her good reputation in athletic circles of the country. Jane Willard tried that a few years ago. A champion is thus bound to defend his title any time and any place that his opponent challenges him. So whether we have all of our star men or only half of them this year, Iowa ought to keep the winning blood to go after Eli.

The advantages of an international game cannot be overrated. Thousands of people whose attention had never been attracted toward Iowa City set up and took notes when the Hayleaks tousled Yale. The news bureau of the University must render over a thousand newspaper editorials on this one game. Iowa almost all over the country will wire with notes and the accomplishment of their alma mater and it must be remembered that the almost whole of any such big factor, besides the place a University shall occupy.

The Western conference rule is one that to international games does in a measure prohibit games with the Big Three or with other eastern schools. The rule is in said, was devised in order to prohibit games such as Ohio State university understands when the Hayleaks played California at the Tournament of Roses, two years ago. The purpose of the rule was to stop the practice of scheduling of games which would keep members of the good big Western from their homes for a long time. When Iowa played Yale the squad left Iowa City Wednesday afternoon and returned Monday. This is really one big factor that will force Iowa to take the game to Iowa City.

DOOMING THE ISSUE

The intercollegiate council last week and twice this year and at both meetings nothing of consequence has been discussed.

There can be little doubt to see familiar with the fraternity situation that raising is the issue of the day. The all towering university reputa-

Domestic the game system now in vogue must either be changed or entirely abandoned. In the days, weeks, months, and years, rules were laid down, either by the administration of the university or by the fraternities themselves. In other cases it may be said that they have been functioning with the result that the game is now in danger of being lost.

It might also be worthy of the deep consideration which the intercollegiate council should give in order to relieve the accession of perplexing the coming semesters until the sound system is made. This may be impossible under circumstances peculiar to the University of Iowa, yet a serious discussion of the matter certainly would mean more to fraternity on the campus than a discussion of the high price of party programs.

CONTemporary opinion

(New York Herald)

LLOYD GEORGE AND HIS FIGHT

Booklet given American approach and interest for knowing what the public wants and where to have. Mr. Lloyd George has the Roosevelt way of speaking to the public in language understandable. He is making a legislative campaign. His work, which the adversary recently moved of organizing a strong political machine in a lunatic hand, is taken now right and left.

The ousted Premier believes with Fouché that the last meeting of the assembly will do. In his opinions he is driving his arguments against the folly of throwing out a new ministry to order and installing one which represents nothing but a party. He is urging that after the decisions are settled by the voters of Great Britain and demanding the return of some popular politics to the centre of the British.

Mr. Lloyd George has a great advantage over his opponents in that so many in favor of unemployment and tried state socialism went out of office with him. His friends have filled their places with men who, whatever their loyalty, their ideals or their rank, do not yet move up to the mark that the men of the Lloyd George Cabinet tools. The Conservatives united a historic group, having only Leave Green.

Another advantage enjoyed by the Wilmot is that the Conservative party has tended to split the Conservative spirit. Siding with Lloyd George he found and distinguished Conservatives in Balcarres, Angus, Chandler and Berkshire. These men, who worked in a Cudleston Cabinet with a Liberal Premier, are remembered for the excellent accomplishment. Will the Conservative before a policy which discredits Conservatism of such great cause?

THE SOUNDING BOARD

A friend asks us what we mean when we refer to "a sense of humor." We wish we had asked something new; a sense of humor is one of those things "too easily received than described." In any event, a person who sees the amusing side of predicate actions into which life is thrown has what we shall call a genuine sense of humor.

Good news has just come to hand. A friend writes us that Helix is to play in Davenport sometime this winter.

We saw a bird the other day with tiny alums so long and bright that we thought at first he was a detective in disguise. We learned later that he was a Fincherman.

PROMISE YOU SHOULD KNOW:


John Glenn, a Chicago Venturers man, has been said for Denver. Glenn, his season, was in no condition to go.

We met with a happy surprise the other day—one of those rare moments that make little worth while. Every try to eat a piece of restaurant beef with the edge of your fork? Ever noticed if it filled our hearts??

We met with a happy surprise the other day—one of those rare moments that make little worth while. Every try to eat a piece of restaurant beef with the edge of your fork? Ever noticed if it filled our hearts??

WONDER WHAT A DROP GIVING AN IDEA THINKS ABOUT?

(Apologies to the quilts)

"Hi, Ira. I can see right now this bear is going to be an ugly bore.

"That fellow over in the corner is acting rather funny. He'll bear dressing.

"This girl writing as usual, probably thinking give her a good grade if she writes a line. Old Missouri.

"Hi, Ira. I'll bet that guy shaves.

"Wonder if my collar has come back from the laundry?"

"May's fancy tag to that livin' room."

"The room is all set to face our boy."

While standing football teams throughout the country have sworn not to share with their own paces. The Iowa fans, two years since his absence, have been mostly have. We want our absent brother's birthday last week for the poodle.

"Nearly Crowned King of Bourbon Country His Queen.

Tut, tut, king, that's not the way to set it.

SYNDICATE CLOTHING CO.

CEDAR RAPIDS

The Live Store

On First Ave.

Order Your Homecoming Iowan Today

THE 2777 CLEANERS

"We clean everything but a guilty conscience."
There's A Reason

The ever increasing popularity of this Store at the Shopping Center for Women's and Men's apparel is easily explained—COMPLETE STOCKS OF QUALITY APPAREL, FAIRLY PRICED, all merchandise—but above all— Truth in Sizing. (Misses' apparel is easily understandable rates.

The ever increasing popularity of this store, Misses' apparel is easily understandable rates.

ROTHSCHILD

SILK AND WOOL DRESSES

A Special Group

New Fall Line of Dallas Cotton, Canton Crepe, Pettit Twill, Tricotine, Wool Jersey—Every garment a most desirable style, in sizes from 14 to 46 at $14.75 and $18.75.

IOWA TRADITIONS MUST BE UPHOLD

President Waite Green Caps Lead Call to Reuse on Homecoming

Just one, in every one, can understand the feeling of a true citizen when he finds himself in Iowa for the first time, and is not familiar with the Downtown area. This feeling is one that all Iowa citizens hold.

All sizes of the dress worn by the girls at the Iowa University, are the same, as is the case with all sizes of the dress worn at the Ladies' Seminary in November. People usually think that the dress worn by the girls is always of the same type, but after the fashion of the surrounding area, almost every dress does.

This is our interpretation of a complete selection of women's apparel.

Friday, Dec. 30, 1926

C. Newton

New Fall Dresses of

........................................ 11 .... ....

Twill, Tricotine, Wool Jersey—Every garment a most desirable style, in sizes from 14 to 46 at $14.75 and $18.75.
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DELIVER POTATOES TO FRATERNITIES

2006 Potatoes in Cans and Ore Oat Oats on Tracks or
Buy Canned Goods

...Two thousand bushels of potatoes have been harvested and are now being delivered in the offices of the fraternity where they will go to evoke for town at three days ago when the decision was made to market in Eau Claire, where Frank F. McLaughlin, Jr. of...